The most scalable and adaptable QHSE software solution for the Microsoft Cloud.

www.useitrak.com

Enrich your workplace safety programs with ITRAK.
Proven to increase efficiencies in organizations by enabling the
standardization of QHSE processes.

Why choose ITRAK?
ITRAK is the most cost-effective and configurable QHSE software solution on the market today, it is designed
to help manage the environmental health and safety processes of today's dynamic businesses. ITRAK works to
streamline the data collection and reporting processes with a high degree of accuracy, enabling companies to
achieve and maintain compliance in the face of increasingly strict safety regulations.
ITRAK's close integration with Microsoft Dynamics 365 allows users to leverage the power and scalability that
comes with the platform. With access to Power BI dashboards, users can obtain a 360-degree view of valuable real
time metrics on all types of devices, these powerful interactive reports display critical business data that can be
used to monitor the health of any business and can enable insightful data-backed decisions.
With ITRAK's rich functionality, field employees can access the application remotely on any iOS, Android and
Windows device. This mobile functionality breaks down barriers to productivity giving users the freedom to
complete audits, inspections and incident reporting from virtually anywhere in an offline environment.
This flexible QHSE software solution, allows organizations to run their entire QHSE operations from end-to-end with
intelligent tools that seamlessly work together within the Microsoft ecosystem. The integration with other Microsoft
products minimizes the need for complex in-house configurations that normally come with other QHSE platforms.
In comparison to other QHSE solutions, ITRAK is proven to be quicker to implement and more intuitive to use,
resulting in an affordable, user-friendly business application.
With a wide array of implementations in various industries, ITRAK has been proven to increase efficiencies by
enabling the standardization of QHSE processes. In today's rapidly changing business landscape, ITRAK is the
definitive solution for managing all your workplace safety & compliance needs.

Make ITRAK The next piece of the puzzle in your digital transformation.

Key Capabilities

ITRAK is used to automate a wide variety of QHSE business processes and comes with all the
functionality you need to stay compliant.
Run your entire QHSE Operations from end-to-end with intelligent tools that seamlessly work
together with Microsoft Dynamics 365.
Streamline
QHSE Processes

Centralize Reporting

Incident Management

Real-Time Data

Job Safety Analysis

Escalations

Audits & Inspections

In-Depth Reporting

Competency Mgmt.

Alerts & Notifications

Hazard Identification

Visual Data Trends

Job Safety Analysis

Audit History

Risk Assessment

Flexible Export Tools

Employee HR Records

Import/Export Tools

Corrective Actions

Mobile Accessibility

Training & Exams

Custom Dashboards

Manage Competency

Improve Visibility

Key Benefits
▪ Integrates seamlessly with the Microsoft Cloud,
reducing the need for complex in-house 		
configuration
▪ Empowers employers with deep insights into 		
QHSE data
▪ Enables workflow efficiencies and creates more
agile organizations
▪ Aligns QHSE workflows with easy to use tools and
interface
▪ Facilitates a more connected field workforce with
mobile technology
					
▪ Supports a strong health & safety culture within
organizations

The ITRAK interface is built with your end-user in mind.

ITRAK is tightly integrated with Microsoft Dynamics 365, Power BI and Azure, allowing users
to leverage the power and scalability that comes with the Microsoft stack. Our solution allows
organizations of any size, to customize the software to their ever-changing workflows, enabling
them to be more agile and responsive to operational risks.

Industry Matrix

ITRAK can be implemented within any organization small or large, and through a wide variety of industries
across the globe. ITRAK can easily scale to handle the demands of a small team or a team of thousands.
For over a decade, ITRAK has been enabling businesses from various industries to become more proactive
with their OH&S compliance and reporting processes. We support an established base of over 60 QHSE/EHS
customers worldwide in Oil and Gas, Mining, Utilities, Forestry, Transportation and many more.

ITRAK is Certified for Microsoft Dynamics.
In 2017, ITRAK was recognized by Thomson Reuters as the Readers Choice
Award Winner for best in class HSE Management Software.
NeoSystems is a top global Microsoft ISV, headquartered in Calgary, Canada
with operations in Eastern Canada and the U.S. It is
wholly owned by AppDirect in San Francisco.

www.useitrak.com
www.neosystems.com
1-844-636-7473
sales@neosystems.com

